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HOW NOT TO GET AN F ON YOUR PAPER 
 

 
Note:  An F on the paper does not mean an F for the course.  But it will significantly lower 
your grade.  If you follow the guidelines below you’ll be OK. 
 
• WRITE THE PAPER. A good start.  No joke. 
 
• DON’T WRITE A DREADFUL PAPER. What is a dreadful paper? Doesn’t follow the 
instructions on the assignment. Incoherent. No argument. No examples. Too much filler (endless 
quotations, rambling on about how great the artist is). Poor grammar and spelling. Anything that 
makes the reader stop and say, “Huh??”  
 If you’re not sure what to do, check out the appropriate sections of “Writing About Art” 
linked on my website. Then go over the “Paper Checklist” to make sure you’re OK. 
 
• DON’T PLAGIARIZE.  What exactly is plagiarism? Taking anything you haven’t written 
yourself—something from the textbook or any other book, a magazine article, the Internet, or 
another student’s paper––and incorporating it into your own paper without either 1) using 
quotation marks  or  2) citing it properly as a source.  This includes any text you find on the 
internet, such as a museum website an online encyclopedia, etc.  As for length, plagiarism 
applies to anything more than a 2- or 3-word phrase, whether it’s a sentence or whole 
paragraphs. Note: Undisclosed assistance is also considered plagiarism; you must acknowledge 
any outside help you may have had in preparing the paper. 
 

So if you want to quote a source – and don’t quote TOO much or it’s filler – make sure 
you use quotation marks and cite it properly.  Otherwise you’ll be plagiarizing.  F on the 
paper.  
 
If you want to paraphrase a source, rather than directly quote it, make sure you do the 
paraphrase in your own words—retaining no more than two or three of the original words 
in the source.  Then cite it properly.  Otherwise you’ll be plagiarizing.  F on the paper. 
 
To get help on citing the source properly, consult the Style Sheet.  Lots of examples here. 
If you cite incorrectly, it will lower your paper grade but you won’t automatically get an 
F. If you don’t cite at all, you’ll be plagiarizing.  F on the paper.  
 
If you are writing a paper that involves research, you will be usually restricted to two 
internet sources. (These should be  reputable, such as an online encyclopedia or a 
museum website: i.e. anything labeled .edu or .org.) The rest should be so-called “print” 
sources: books and articles.  Note: Online versions of print sources actually count as 
print, not as internet sources.  Why? Because print sources are juried, by a staff of 
experts, before publication, and later, scanning. So in this case the internet is just a 
delivery system for a previously (or simultaneously) printed source. When in doubt: start 
with Axinn Library’s guide to art history resource. What about Wikipedia? You can use it 
as a way to other, better links; but it’s basically a giant blog.  While it’s a good resource 
for science, mathematics and current events, it’s still not so great for art history these 
days. The information there is not necessarily up to date or reliable.  


